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Rovi Corp. (ROVI)
charts (2011), 228f–229f
cup-with-handle base, 229
LSFB breakdowns, 68
price run, 229
stock, bottoming, 229
upside price movement,
late-stage cup-with-handle
formations, 62–63
weekly chart (2010–2011), 62f, 64
RSR. See Right-shoulder-rally
Ruckus Wireless (RKUS)
charts (2013), 288f–289f
flameout, 289
head and shoulders top, development,
289
20-day moving average, 289
voodoo method, 289
Rule 157, FASB impact, 3

S
Salesforce.com (CRM), 13
charts (2008), 224f
cloud stock, 224–225
shallow price run, 224–225
squat H&S formation, 225
Scholes, Myron S., 33
Select Comfort (SCSS)
charts (2012), 274f–275f
POD topping formation, 275
20-day moving average, 275
200-day moving average, 275
voodoo rally, 275
Set-ups, LSFB types, 112, 147
Shake-ups, 77
Shoemaker Deckers Outdoor (DECK), 246
Shoemaker Skechers USA (SKX), price run, 226
Shortable Gap-Down (SGD), 78–79
Short bear flag formation, 82
Short bear pennant, 267
Short position
coverage, 1
profit, appearance, 47
stops, 45–46
undercut and rally phenomenon, 48
Short-sale candidates, stock trading, 44
entry points, 232
examination/assessment, 76, 109–110
formation, 27–28
methods, implementation, 75–76
model stocks, 121
point, 75
position, initiating/handling, 177
set-ups
appearance, 176
entry points, determination, 106
LSFB type, 64
stock selection, 39
target stock, 177
development/evolution, 93
target stock, 177
driving force, 93
full short position, 47
watch list, 94
Short-sale entry point, failure, 131

Short-sellers
actions, 3–4
downside, break, 23
impact. See Valuation short-sellers.

Short-selling
ban, repeal, 2
big-stock leaders, focus, 38
cycle knowledge, 21
dark side, 1–2
definition, 1
essentials, 15
golden rule, discussion, 38
investing/trading method, 13–14
mechanics, 75
mechanistic/deterministic approach, absence, 176
model book, 175
operations, control, 44–45
opportunities, thematic lesson, 8
reputation, 11
risk, uncertainty, 176
set-ups, 51
success, pursuit, 37
support, breach, 23
templates of doom, 175
selection, 176
weaknesses, identification, 18
Short squeeze, 45
Short stocks, selling, 44
Short-term market correction, 176
Sina Corp. (SINA)
charts (2011), 259f–260f
late-stage double-bottom base, 260
late-stage W formation, 260
swing trade short-sale opportunities, 260
200-day moving average, 260
Skechers USA (SKX). See also Shoemaker Skechers USA (SKX)
charts (2010), 226f
divergence, 226–227
Skechers USA (SKX) (Continued)
Flash Crash, 226
head and shoulders formation, 227
Slop and chop phase, 170
Sohu.com (SOHU)
charts (2011), 261f
50-day moving average, 262
fractal H&S, 262
head and shoulders formation, 262
voodoo rallies, 262
SolarWinds (SWI)
charts (2013), 287f
late-stage cup-with-handle base failure, 288
three-day flag, formation, 288
20-day moving average, 288
Southwestern Energy, big-stock leader, 40
SPDR S&P 500 ETF (SPY)
monthly chart (1998–2003), 34f
monthly chart (2006–2009), 27f
Splunk (SPLK)
daily chart (2014), 120f
leading stock, 118
Standard & Poor’s (S&P)
credit rating, 2
high level, 105
indexes, 33
Steel Dynamics (STLD)
charts (2008), 200f
resistance, 201
upsidemovement, 201
Stock markets
investing, 177
optimism, 20
Stocks. See Big Stock Principle
accumulation phase, cessation, 39
big-stock leaders, focus, 38
bobbing and weaving, 47
breakdown, 77–78
life spans, 14
moral infirmity, 9
pattern, H&S label (usage), 54
positions, 175–176
price, moving average, 47
selection. See Short-sale.
sellout, 26
shakeout, 78–79
short-selling, avoidance, 9–14
upside price movement, 38
Stop-loss
point, absence, 46
policies, impact, 46–47
setting, 45
Stops, psychological preference, 45
Stratasys (SSYS), 153
ascending base, breakout, 259
charts (2011), 258f
charts (2014), 294f
daily chart (2013–2014), 89f
daily chart (2014), 90f, 91f, 92f
downside exhaustion gap, 92–93
50-day moving average, 92
H&S formation, potential, 89–90
H&S topping formation, 87–88
late-stage failed-base (LSFB), 88
market corrections, 87
pullbacks, 259
sale, 92–93
selling wave, occurrence, 88–89
short-sale target stocks,
development/evolution, 93
stock, rebounding, 90
topping, 294
patterns, 93
200-day moving average, 259
weekly chart (2013–2014), 88f
Sunpower Corp. (SPWR), 6
big-stock leader, 40
charts (2008), 196f
climax top, 196
cup-with-handle formation,
occurrence, 196
intra-week lows, close, 63–64
late-stage cup-with-handle formation, 63
peak (October 2007), 197
v-shaped cup-with-handle formation, 63–64
weekly chart (2007–2008), 63f
Support level, 23
Swing trade short-sale opportunities, 260

T
Tableau Software (DATA)
daily chart (2014), 120f
leading stock, 118
Taser International (TASR), 13
big-stock leader, 40
charts (2004–2005), 178f
groupthink, 179
weekly chart (2003–2005), 41f
Tata Motors (TTM)
BRIC play, 243
charts (2011), 242f–243f
gap-down, 243
head and shoulders pattern, 243
200-day moving average, 243
Templates of doom, 175
selection, 176
Tesla Motors (TSLA), 9
big-stock leader, 40
buyable gap-up, 11–12
forward earnings, estimates, 12–13
General Motors (GM), comparison, 11–12
market capitalization, 41
precedent, 12
stocks
arguments, 13
potential, 13
weekly chart (2012–2014), 12f
3D Systems (DDD), 9
case study (2014), 153
charts (2014), 293f
comparison chart, 155f
daily chart (2013–2014), 156f, 158f, 161f
daily chart (2014), 161f
Exone Company/Stratasys, comparison, 162
50-day moving average, 156–158
peak, 159–160
fractal head and shoulders pattern, 156–157
gap-down, 157–158
head and shoulders top, left shoulder, 154
high-volume gap-down movement, 160
high-volume price break, 154–155
late-stage failed breakout, 158
price movement, correlation, 155–156
rally, 158
resistance, 159
right shoulder, peak, 159–160
stocks, arguments, 13
top, characteristic, 162
top/price decline, 156
20-day line, 160
200-day moving average occurrence, 157–158
support, 159
upside leg, 154
voodoo rally, 156
weekly chart (2012–2014), 154f, 159f, 160f
weekly chart (2013–2014), 157f
weekly chart, observation, 155
Toll Brothers (TOL), weekly chart (2003–2006), 4f
Topping chart patterns, shape, 51
Topping formation context, 60–61
movements, 121
Topping pattern. See Fractal topping patterns
evolution, 93
formation, context, 52

*Trade Like an O’Neil Disciple*, 18, 21, 38,
45, 106

Triple-bottomed reverse H&S, 68

Trulia (TRLA)
bottom level, 95
daily chart (2013–2014), 94f
LSFB/H&S short-sale set-up, 93
short-sale watch list, 94
200-day line level, 94–95
weekly chart (2013–2014), 95f

two-voodoo-day rally, occurrence, 90

**U**

Undercut and rally method, 48–49
phenomenon, 48

Union Pacific (UNP)
charts (2008), 208f
fractal H&S formation, 209
head and shoulders formation, 209
late-stage cup-with-handle, 209
level, comparison, 210
stocks, movement, 209

United Rentals (URI)
charts (2011), 264f
downsie breakout, 265
late-stage base breakout, failure, 264

University of “I-Am-Smarter-than-the-Market,” 9
graduate degrees, 13
Upside bounces, 295–296
Upside buy signals, 45
Upside shakeouts, 77

U.S. Steel (X)
charts (2008), 198f–199f
fractal head and shoulders formation, 199
gap-down breakout, 199
gapping down, 199
short position, 16

**V**

Valuation short-sellers
short-selling reputation, 11
Valuation short-sellers, impact, 10
V-bottom, example, 30

Visa, IPO, 23

Vivus (VVUS)
charts (2012), 271f
gap-up, 272
moving averages, breach, 272
neckline breakout, 272

VMware (VMW)
charts (2007), 188f
fractal H&S formation, 189
IPO, 189

Volume dry-up (VDU), 76
action, 157
Voodoo days, 89, 100, 113, 254
two-voodoo-day rally, occurrence, 90

Voodoo fashion, 93–94
Voodoo rally, 130–131, 156, 217,
250
impact, 262, 275
Voodoo volume signals, 103–104

Voxeljet (VJET), 153–154
V-shaped bounce, 116–117
V-shaped cup-with-handle formation,
63–64

**W**

Wachovia, Citigroup acquisition, 25
Walking the plank, 77

Walter Energy (WLT)
charts (2011), 252f
head and shoulders pattern, 253
pocket pivot buy point, 253
200-day line, 253
Washington Mutual, FDIC seizure, 25
Wave, term (usage), 22–23
Wedging rally, 76, 174
action, occurrence, 77
Pandora, 86
William O’Neil + Co., 31, 35
Workday (WDAY)
daily chart (2014), 119f
leading stock, 118

Y
Yelp (YELP)
daily chart (2014), 119f
leading stock, 118
runs, 285
Youko Tuduo (YOKU)
ascending fractal neckline, 266
charts (2011), 265f
50-day moving average, breakdown, 266

X
XLF. See Financial Select Sector SPDR

Z
Zippy formations, 59